National Populism The Revolt Against Liberal
Democ
As recognized, adventure as with ease as experience nearly lesson, amusement, as capably as covenant
can be gotten by just checking out a books national populism the revolt against liberal democ as well as it
is not directly done, you could allow even more in this area this life, nearly the world.
We meet the expense of you this proper as competently as easy way to get those all. We allow national
populism the revolt against liberal democ and numerous books collections from fictions to scientific
research in any way. in the course of them is this national populism the revolt against liberal democ that
can be your partner.

The Far-Right, Education and Violence Michael A. Peters 2020-10-20 In the last decade the far-right,
associated with white nationalism, identitarian politics, and nativist ideologies, has established itself as a
major political force in the West, making substantial electoral gains across Europe, the USA, and Latin
America, and coalescing with the populist movements of Trump, Brexit, and Boris Johnson’s 2019 election
in the UK. This political shift represents a major new political force in the West that has rolled back the
liberal internationalism that developed after WWI and shaped world institutions, globalization, and
neoliberalism. It has also impacted upon the democracies of the West. Its historical origins date from the
rise of fascism in Italy, Germany, and Austria from the 1920s. In broad philosophical terms, the movement
can be conceived as a reaction against the rationalism and individualism of liberal democratic societies,
and a political revolt based on the philosophies of Nietzsche, Darwin, and Bergson that purportedly
embraced irrationalism, subjectivism, and vitalism. This edited collection of essays by Michael A Peters
and Tina Besley, taken from the journal Educational Philosophy and Theory, provides a philosophical
discussion of the rise of the far-right and uses it as a canvas to understand the return of fascism, white
supremacism, acts of terrorism, and related events, including the refugee crisis, the rise of authoritarian
populism, the crisis of international education, and Trump’s ‘end of globalism’.
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National Populism Roger Eatwell 2018-10-25 A crucial new guide to one of the most important and most
dangerous phenomena of our time: the rise of populism in the West Across the West, there is a rising tide
of people who feel excluded, alienated from mainstream politics, and increasingly hostile towards
minorities, immigrants and neo-liberal economics. Many of these voters are turning to national populist
movements, which pose the most serious threat to the Western liberal democratic system, and its values,
since the Second World War. From the United States to France, Austria to the UK, the national populist
challenge to mainstream politics is all around us. But what is behind this exclusionary turn? Who supports
these movements and why? What does their rise tell us about the health of liberal democratic politics in
the West? And what, if anything, should we do to respond to these challenges? Written by two of the
foremost experts on fascism and the rise of the populist right, National Populism is a lucid and deeplyresearched guide to the radical transformations of today's political landscape, revealing why liberal
democracies across the West are being challenged-and what those who support them can do to help
stem the tide.
The Demons of Liberal Democracy Adrian Pabst 2019-07-12 Liberals blame the global retreat of liberal
democracy on globalisation and authoritarian leaders. Only liberalism, so they assume, can defend
democratic rule against multinationals or populists at home and abroad. In this provocative book, Adrian
Pabst contends that liberal democracy is illiberal and undemocratic – intolerant about the values of
ordinary people while concentrating power and wealth in the hands of unaccountable elites. Under the
influence of contemporary liberalism, democracy is sliding into oligarchy, demagogy and anarchy. Liberals,
far from defending open markets and free speech, promote monopolies such as the new tech giants that
undermine competition and democratic debate. Liberal individualism has eroded the social bonds and civic
duties on which democracy depends for trust and cooperation. To banish liberal democracy’s demons,
Pabst proposes radical ideas for economic democracy, a politics of persuasion and a better balance of
personal freedom with social solidarity. This book’s defence of democratic politics against both liberals
and populists will speak to all readers trying to understand our age of upheaval.
Empire of Resentment Lawrence Rosenthal 2020-09-08 From a leading scholar on conservatism, the
extraordinary chronicle of how the transformation of the American far right made the Trump presidency
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possible—and what it portends for the future Since Trump's victory and the UK's Brexit vote, much of the
commentary on the populist epidemic has focused on the emergence of populism. But, Lawrence
Rosenthal argues, what is happening globally is not the emergence but the transformation of right-wing
populism. Rosenthal, the founder of UC Berkeley's Center for Right-Wing Studies, suggests right-wing
populism is a protean force whose prime mover is the resentment felt toward perceived cultural elites, and
whose abiding feature is its ideological flexibility, which now takes the form of xenophobic nationalism. In
2016, American right-wing populists migrated from the free marketeering Tea Party to Donald Trump's
"hard hat," anti-immigrant, America-First nationalism. This was the most important single factor in Trump's
electoral victory and it has been at work across the globe. In Italy, for example, the Northern League
reinvented itself in 2018 as an all-Italy party, switching its fury from southerners to immigrants, and came
to power. Rosenthal paints a vivid sociological, political, and psychological picture of the transnational
quality of this movement, which is now in power in at least a dozen countries, creating a de facto
Nationalist International. In America and abroad, the current mobilization of right-wing populism has given
life to long marginalized threats like white supremacy. The future of democratic politics in the United
States and abroad depends on whether the liberal and left parties have the political capacity to mobilize
with a progressive agenda of their own.
When Democracy Trumps Populism Kurt Weyland 2019-02-14 Offers the first systematic comparative
analysis of the conditions under which populism slides into illiberal rule and the prospects for US
democracy.
Why We Get the Wrong Politicians Isabel Hardman 2018-09-06 Winner at the 2018 Parliamentary Book
Awards Shortlisted for the 2018 Waterstones Book of the Year Longlisted for the Orwell Prize, 2019
____________ Daily Telegraph's Best Books of the Year, 2018 Guardian's Best Books of the Year, 2018
Evening Standard's Best Books of the Year, 2018 Daily Mail's Best Books of the Year, 2018 BBC's
Biggest Books, 2018 Prospect's Best Books of the Year, 2018 Politicians are consistently voted the least
trusted professional group by the UK public. They've recently become embroiled in scandals concerning
sexual harassment and expenses. Every year, they introduce new legislation that doesn't do what it sets
out to achieve - often with terrible financial and human costs. But, with some notable exceptions, they are
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decent, hard-working people, doing a hugely difficult and demanding job. In this searching examination of
our political class, award-winning journalist Isabel Hardman tries to square this circle. She lifts the lid on
the strange world of Westminster and asks why we end up with representatives with whom we are so
unhappy. Filled with forensic analysis and revealing reportage, this landmark and accessible book is a
must read for anyone who wants to see a future with better government.
Fascism Roger Eatwell 2011-02-28 Fascism is one of the most destructive and influential political
movements of the twentieth century. Its imagery - of mad dictators and nihilistic violence - haunts our
imaginations, and its historical legacy is almost too momentous to be understood. At the same time it is
curiously elusive: how do we define fascism? What is the basis of its appeal? Why did it take root so
successfully in Germany and Italy, and not in France or Britain? Fascism: A History - a sweeping,
enthralling study - tackles theses questions, and considers fascism in the round. It draws together its
different strands, in Italy, Germany, France, and Britain, looking at its evolution up and during World War
II; and it assesses post-war fascism, and examines its future in a Europe whose boundaries continue to
change. Along the way, Fascism provides vivid portraits of Mussolini, Hitler, Oswald Mosley and other key
figures within the movement. Lucid, dramatic, challenging, Fascism is a definitive book of its kind.
Neo-Nationalism Eirikur Bergmann 2020-05-23 This book maps three waves of nativist populism in the
post-war era, emerging into contemporary Neo-Nationalism. The first wave rose in the wake of the Oil
Crisis in 1972. The second was ignited by the Collapse of Communism in 1989, spiking with the 9/11
terrorist attacks. The third began to emerge after the Financial Crisis of 2008, soaring with the Refugee
Crisis of 2015. Whether the Coronavirus Crisis of 2020 will lead to the rise of a fourth wave remains to be
seen. The book traces a move away from liberal democracy and towards renewed authoritative
tendencies on both sides of the Atlantic. It follows the mainstreaming of formerly discredited and
marginalized politics, gradually becoming a new normal. By identifying common qualities of NeoNationalism, the book frames a threefold claim of nativist populists in protecting the people: discursively
creating an external threat, pointing to domestic traitors, and positioning themselves as the true defenders
of the nation.
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The Rise of Duterte Richard Javad Heydarian 2017-09-15 This book draws on the extensive literature on
populism, democracy, and emerging markets as well as interviews with senior government officials,
experts, and journalists in the Philippines and beyond, This book is the first to analyze the significance
and implications of the rise of Filipino president Rodrigo Duterte within a rapidly-changing Asia Pacific
region. As China's power in the Pacific grows rapidly, nations that have traditionally been US allies, such
as the Phillipines, are experiencing political convulsions; Duterte's open willingness to realign towards
China (at the expense of America) in exchange for infrastructure investment is one of the clearest
indicators of what China's rise might look like for nations around the world. Timely, precise, accessible
and fast-paced, this book will be of value to scholars, journalists, policy-makers, and China watchers.
Populism Benjamin Moffitt 2020-03-20 Populism is the key political phenomenon of the 21st century. From
Trump to Brexit, from Chávez to Podemos, the term has been used to describe leaders, parties and
movements across the globe who disrupt the status quo and speak in the name of ‘the people’ against
‘the elite’. Yet the term remains something of a puzzle: poorly understood, vaguely defined and, more
often than not, used as a term of abuse. In this concise and engaging book, leading expert Benjamin
Moffitt cuts through this confusion. Offering the first accessible introduction to populism as a core concept
in political theory, he maps the different schools of thought on how to understand populism and explores
how populism relates to some of the most important concepts at the heart of political debate today. He
asks: what has populism got to do with nationalism and nativism? How does it intersect with socialism? Is
it compatible with liberalism? And in the end, is populism a good or bad thing for democracy? This book is
essential reading for anyone – from students and scholars to general readers alike – seeking to make
sense of one the most important and controversial issues in the contemporary political landscape.
The Oxford Handbook of Political Representation in Liberal Democracies Robert Rohrschneider
2020-07-28 The Handbook of Political Representation in Liberal Democracies offers a state-of-the-art
assessment of the functioning of political representation in liberal democracies. In 34 chapters the world's
leading scholars on the various aspects of political representation address eight broad themes: The
concept and theories of political representation, its history and the main requisites for its development;
elite orientations and behavior; descriptive representation; party government and representation; non-
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electoral forms of political participation and how they relate to political representation; the challenges to
representative democracy originating from the growing importance of non-majoritarian institutions and
social media; the rise of populism and its consequences for the functioning of representative democracy;
the challenge caused by economic and political globlization: what does it mean for the functioning of
political representation at the national leval and is it possible to develop institutions of representative
democracy at a level above the state that meet the normative criteria of representative democracy and are
supported by the people? The various chapters offer a comprehensive review of the literature on the
various aspects of political representation. The main organizing principle of the Handbook is the chain of
political representation, the chain connecting the interests and policy preferences of the people to public
policy via political parties, parliament, and government. Most of the chapters assessing the functioning of
the chain of political representation and its various links are based on original comparative political
research. Comparative research on political representation and its various subfields has developed
dramatically over the last decades so that even ten years ago a Handbook like this would have looked
totally different.
Anti-Pluralism William A. Galston 2020-02-01 The Great Recession, institutional dysfunction, a growing
divide between urban and rural prospects, and failed efforts to effectively address immigration have paved
the way for a populist backlash that disrupts the postwar bargain between political elites and citizens.
Whether today’s populism represents a corrective to unfair and obsolete policies or a threat to liberal
democracy itself remains up for debate. Yet this much is clear: these challenges indict the triumphalism
that accompanied liberal democratic consolidation after the collapse of the Soviet Union. To respond to
today’s crisis, good leaders must strive for inclusive economic growth while addressing fraught social and
cultural issues, including demographic anxiety, with frank attention. Although reforms may stem the
populist tide, liberal democratic life will always leave some citizens unsatisfied. This is a permanent source
of vulnerability, but liberal democracy will endure so long as citizens believe it is worth fighting for.
The Revolt of the Elites and the Betrayal of Democracy Christopher Lasch 1996-01-17 This text
challenges American notions of democracy and ambition, culture and civic responsibility, charting a
decline in democratic values and debate. It states that this change is due to the "new elites" who, having
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lost their sense of communitarianism, will not accept ties to nation and to place.
Democracy and Its Crisis A. C. Grayling 2017-09-07 The EU referendum in the UK and Trump’s victory in
the USA sent shockwaves through our democratic systems. In Democracy and Its Crisis A. C. Grayling
investigates why the institutions of representative democracy seem unable to hold up against forces they
were designed to manage, and why it matters. First he considers those moments in history when the
challenges we face today were first encountered and what solutions were found. Then he lays bare the
specific threats facing democracy today. The paperback edition includes new material on the reforms that
are needed to make our system truly democratic.
The Hell of Good Intentions Stephen M. Walt 2018-10-16 From the New York Times–bestselling author
Stephen M. Walt, The Hell of Good Intentions dissects the faults and foibles of recent American foreign
policy—explaining why it has been plagued by disasters like the “forever wars” in Iraq and Afghanistan
and outlining what can be done to fix it. In 1992, the United States stood at the pinnacle of world power
and Americans were confident that a new era of peace and prosperity was at hand. Twenty-five years
later, those hopes have been dashed. Relations with Russia and China have soured, the European Union
is wobbling, nationalism and populism are on the rise, and the United States is stuck in costly and
pointless wars that have squandered trillions of dollars and undermined its influence around the world.
The root of this dismal record, Walt argues, is the American foreign policy establishment’s stubborn
commitment to a strategy of “liberal hegemony.” Since the end of the Cold War, Republicans and
Democrats alike have tried to use U.S. power to spread democracy, open markets, and other liberal
values into every nook and cranny of the planet. This strategy was doomed to fail, but its proponents in
the foreign policy elite were never held accountable and kept repeating the same mistakes. Donald Trump
won the presidency promising to end the misguided policies of the foreign policy “Blob” and to pursue a
wiser approach. But his erratic and impulsive style of governing, combined with a deeply flawed
understanding of world politics, are making a bad situation worse. The best alternative, Walt argues, is a
return to the realist strategy of “offshore balancing,” which eschews regime change, nation-building, and
other forms of global social engineering. The American people would surely welcome a more restrained
foreign policy, one that allowed greater attention to problems here at home. This long-overdue shift will
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require abandoning the futile quest for liberal hegemony and building a foreign policy establishment with a
more realistic view of American power. Clear-eyed, candid, and elegantly written, Stephen M. Walt’s The
Hell of Good Intentions offers both a compelling diagnosis of America’s recent foreign policy follies and a
proven formula for renewed success.
The Retreat of Western Liberalism Edward Luce 2017-06-13 An “insightful and harrowing” analysis of the
state of Western-style democracy by the Financial Times columnist and author of Time to Start Thinking
(The New York Times). In his widely acclaimed book Time to Start Thinking, Financial Times columnist
Edward Luce charted the course of America’s economic and geopolitical decline, proving to be a prescient
voice on the state of the nation. In The Retreat of Western Liberalism, Luce makes a larger statement
about the weakening of western hegemony and the crisis of democratic liberalism—of which Donald Trump
and his European counterparts are not the cause, but a symptom. Luce argues that we are on a
menacing trajectory brought about by ignorance of what it took to build the West, arrogance toward
society’s economic losers, and complacency about our system’s durability—attitudes that have been
emerging since the fall of the Berlin Wall. Unless the West can rekindle an economy that produces gains
for the majority of its people, its political liberties may be doomed. Combining on-the-ground reporting with
economic analysis, Luce offers a detailed projection of the consequences of the Trump administration and
a forward-thinking analysis of what those who believe in enlightenment values must do to protect them.
Populism Michael Burleigh 2021-12-01 Drawing on his Engelsberg Lectures, Michael Burleigh explores the
new global era of national populism. He first probes the nature of mass anger in the West: how might
popular discontent be artificially incited and sustained by elite figures claiming to speak for the common
people? He then compares empire's difficult aftermaths in Britain and Russia: how does History foster a
sense of exceptionality, and how is it exploited by populists, as we've seen again with 2020's 'statue
wars'? And finally, he turns to China, where the ruling Communist Party depends on a nationalised
version of History for popular support. Covid-19 has created problems for several populist leaders, whose
image has suffered amidst the public's new-found respect for expertise and disappointment over their
shouty handling of the pandemic. Yet despite Donald Trump's defeat, with extended economic depression
looming, Burleigh fears that new post-populists may yet arise.
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UKIP Matthew Goodwin 2015-11-26 The UK Independence Party (Ukip) is the most significant new force
in British politics for a generation. Under the leadership of Nigel Farage, the party has enjoyed a
remarkable rise, winning the 2014 European Parliament elections as well as two parliamentary byelections, and attracting mainstream defectors to achieve major party status. By the time of the 2015
general election, Farage and Ukip stood on the threshold of becoming a major force at Westminster. This
account is a must-read for anyone interested in the inside story of Ukip's quest to change British politics
during one of the most unpredictable and dramatic elections in recent history. Based on unprecedented
access to the party and its key players, the book pulls back the curtain on one of the most intriguing
campaigns in living memory. It includes behind the scenes observations from the campaign trail and more
than one hundred interviews - with leading Ukip insiders such as Nigel Farage, Douglas Carswell, and
Mark Reckless, as well as major donors, strategists, and figures from across the political landscape as
they grappled with Ukip's rise. Matthew Goodwin and Caitlin Milazzo reveal what really happened during
the 2015 election campaign and in the by-elections and defections which preceded it, providing detailed
accounts of the critical moments that shaped both the election itself and British politics more widely. The
book also makes extensive use of British Election Study data from over five decades to answer important
questions about the rise of Ukip and what it signifies. Who voted for Ukip and why? How are political
loyalties in Britain changing over time? What are the deeper currents that have made Ukip's rise possible
and will continue to shape its future? And what does the party's campaign for power reveal about the
current evolution of British politics and society? UKIP takes readers inside the campaign, telling for the
first time the exciting inside story of a new party attempting to redraw the map of British politics.
Populism: A Very Short Introduction Cas Mudde 2017-01-02 Populism is a central concept in the current
media debates about politics and elections. However, like most political buzzwords, the term often floats
from one meaning to another, and both social scientists and journalists use it to denote diverse
phenomena. What is populism really? Who are the populist leaders? And what is the relationship between
populism and democracy? This book answers these questions in a simple and persuasive way, offering a
swift guide to populism in theory and practice. Cas Mudde and Cristóbal Rovira Kaltwasser present
populism as an ideology that divides society into two antagonistic camps, the "pure people" versus the
"corrupt elite," and that privileges the general will of the people above all else. They illustrate the practical
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power of this ideology through a survey of representative populist movements of the modern era:
European right-wing parties, left-wing presidents in Latin America, and the Tea Party movement in the
United States. The authors delve into the ambivalent personalities of charismatic populist leaders such as
Juan Domingo Péron, H. Ross Perot, Jean-Marie le Pen, Silvio Berlusconi, and Hugo Chávez. If the
strong male leader embodies the mainstream form of populism, many resolute women, such as Eva
Péron, Pauline Hanson, and Sarah Palin, have also succeeded in building a populist status, often by
exploiting gendered notions of society. Although populism is ultimately part of democracy, populist
movements constitute an increasing challenge to democratic politics. Comparing political trends across
different countries, this compelling book debates what the long-term consequences of this challenge could
be, as it turns the spotlight on the bewildering effect of populism on today's political and social life.
The Populist Temptation Barry Eichengreen 2018-05-14 "Populism, a political movement with anti-elite,
authoritarian and nativist tendencies, typically spearheaded by a charismatic leader, is an old
phenomenon but also a very new and disturbing one at that. The Populist Temptation is an effort to
understand the wellsprings of populist movements and why the threat they pose to mainstream political
parties and pluralistic democracy has been more successfully contained in some cases than others"-Catholic Politics in Europe, 1918-1945 Martin Conway 2008-02-20 The history of Catholic political
movements has long been a missing dimension of the history of Europe during the twentieth century.
Martin Conway explores the fascinating history of Catholic political movements in Europe between 1918
and 1945, demonstrating the crucial role which Catholics played in the rise of fascism in Italy and
Germany, the events of the Spanish Civil War and of the Second World War. Drawing on the findings of
recent research, Conway shows how Catholic political movements formed a vital element of the political
life of Europe during the inter-war years. In countries as diverse as France, Germany, Italy, Spain and
Austria, as well as further east in Poland, Slovakia, Croatia, and Lithuania, Catholic political parties
flourished. Inspired by the values of Catholicism, these movements fought for their own political ideals;
hostile to both liberal democracy and totalitarian fascism, Catholics were a 'third force' in European
politics. During the Second World War, Catholic political movements continued to pursue their own goals;
some chose to fight alongside the German armies, other groups joined Resistance movements to fight
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against German oppression and for a new social and political order based on Catholic principles. Catholic
Politics in Europe will provide an original key point of reference for twentieth century history, for
comparison with fascist and communist movements of the period, and will give insight into the present-day
character of Catholicism.
Populism and Liberal Democracy Takis S. Pappas 2019-04-02 Populism and Liberal Democracy is the first
book to offer a comprehensive theory about populism during both its emergence and consolidation phases
in three geographical regions: Europe, Latin America and the United States. Based on the detailed
comparison of all significant cases of populist governments (including Argentina, Greece, Peru, Italy,
Venezuela, Ecuador, Hungary, and the U.S.) and two cases of populist failure (Spain and Brazil), each of
the book's seven chapters addresses a specific question: What is populism? How to distinguish populists
from non-populists? What causes populism? How and where does populism thrive? How do populists
govern? Who is the populist voter? How does populism endanger democracy? If rising populism is a
threat to liberal democratic politics, as this book clearly shows, it is only by answering the questions it
posits that populism may be resisted successfully.
Populism Simon Tormey 2019-07-04 Every day we hear that the rise of populism threatens democracy
around the world, but is this really true? Did populism cause the current crisis, or is it the other way
around? To understand the state of our politics right now, we must get to grips with this contested
concept. Simon Tormey breaks down the defining aspects of populism, what sets it apart from other styles
of politics, and what – if anything – we ought to do about it.
In Defense of Populism Donald T. Critchlow 2020-11-27 Contrary to warnings about the dangers of
populism, Donald F. Critchlow argues that grassroots activism is essential to party renewal within a
democratic system. Grassroots activism, presenting a cacophony of voices calling for reform of various
sorts without programmatic coherence, is often derided as populist and distrusted by both political parties
and voters. But according to Donald T. Critchlow, grassroots movements are actually responsible for
political party transformation, both Democratic and Republic, into instruments of reform that reflect the
interests, concerns, and anxieties of the electorate. Contrary to popular discourse warning about the
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dangers of populism, Critchlow argues that grassroots activism is essential to party renewal within a
democratic system. In Defense of Populism examines movements that influenced Republican, Democratic,
and third-party politics—from the Progressives and their influence on Teddy Roosevelt, to New Dealers
and FDR, to the civil rights, feminist, and environmental movements and their impact on the Democratic
Party, to the Reagan Revolution and the Tea Party. In each case, Critchlow narrates representative
biographies of activists, party leaders, and presidents to show how movements become viable calls for
reform that get translated into policy positions. Social tensions and political polarization continue to be
prevalent today. Increased social disorder and populist outcry are expected whenever political elites and
distant bureaucratic government are challenged. In Defense of Populism shows how, as a result of
grassroots activism and political-party reform, policy advances are made, a sense of national confidence is
restored, and the belief that American democracy works in the midst of crisis is affirmed.
National Populism Roger;Goodwin Eatwell 2018-10-25 A crucial new guide to one of the most urgent
political phenomena of our time: the rise of national populism Across the West, there is a rising tide of
people who feel excluded, alienated from mainstream politics, and increasingly hostile towards minorities,
immigrants and neo-liberal economics. Many of these voters are turning to national populist movements,
which have begun to change the face of Western liberal democracy, from the United States to France,
Austria to the UK. This radical turn, we are told, is a last howl of rage from an aging electorate on the
verge of extinction. Their leaders are fascistic and their politics anti-democratic; their existence a sideshow to liberal democracy. But this version of events, as Roger Eatwell and Matthew Goodwin show,
could not be further from the truth. Written by two of the foremost experts on fascism and the rise of
national populism, this lucid and deeply-researched book is a vital guide to our transformed political
landscape. Challenging conventional wisdoms, Eatwell and Goodwin make a compelling case for serious,
respectful engagement with the supporters and ideas of national populism - not least because it is a tide
that won't be stemmed anytime soon.
For a Left Populism Chantal Mouffe 2018 We are currently witnessing in Western Europe a “populist
moment” that signals the crisis of neoliberal hegemony. The central axis of the political conflict will be
between right- and left-wing populism. By establishing a frontier between “the people” and “the
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oligarchy,” a leftpopulist strategy could bring together the manifold struggles against subordination,
oppression and discrimination.This strategy acknowledges that democratic discourse plays a crucial role in
the political imaginary of our societies. And through the construction of a collective will, mobilizing
common affects in defence of equality and social justice, it will be possible to combat the xenophobic
policies promoted by right-wing populism.
The New Class War Michael Lind 2020-01-21 In both Europe and North America, populist movements
have shattered existing party systems and thrown governments into turmoil. The embattled establishment
claims that these populist insurgencies seek to overthrow liberal democracy. The truth is no less alarming
but is more complex: Western democracies are being torn apart by a new class war. In this controversial
and groundbreaking new analysis, Michael Lind, one of America’s leading thinkers, debunks the idea that
the insurgencies are primarily the result of bigotry, traces how the breakdown of mid-century class
compromises between business and labor led to the conflict, and reveals the real battle lines. On one side
is the managerial overclass—the university-credentialed elite that clusters in high-income hubs and
dominates government, the economy and the culture. On the other side is the working class of the lowdensity heartlands—mostly, but not exclusively, native and white. The two classes clash over immigration,
trade, the environment, and social values, and the managerial class has had the upper hand. As a result
of the half-century decline of the institutions that once empowered the working class, power has shifted to
the institutions the overclass controls: corporations, executive and judicial branches, universities, and the
media. The class war can resolve in one of three ways: • The triumph of the overclass, resulting in a
high-tech caste system. • The empowerment of populist, resulting in no constructive reforms • A class
compromise that provides the working class with real power Lind argues that Western democracies must
incorporate working-class majorities of all races, ethnicities, and creeds into decision making in politics,
the economy, and culture. Only this class compromise can avert a never-ending cycle of clashes between
oligarchs and populists and save democracy.
The Great Delusion John J. Mearsheimer 2018-01-01 A major theoretical statement by a distinguished
political scholar explains why a policy of liberal hegemony is doomed to fail It is widely believed in the
West that the United States should spread liberal democracy across the world, foster an open
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international economy, and build international institutions. The policy of remaking the world in America's
image is supposed to protect human rights, promote peace, and make the world safe for democracy. But
this is not what has happened. Instead, the United States has become a highly militarized state fighting
wars that undermine peace, harm human rights, and threaten liberal values at home. In this major
statement, the renowned international-relations scholar John Mearsheimer argues that liberal hegemony-the foreign policy pursued by the United States since the Cold War ended--is doomed to fail. It makes far
more sense, he maintains, for Washington to adopt a more restrained foreign policy based on a sound
understanding of how nationalism and realism constrain great powers abroad. The Great Delusion is a
lucid and compelling work of the first importance for scholars, policymakers, and everyone interested in
the future of American foreign policy.
The Next American Civil War Lee Harris 2010-05-11 The tea parties, the guns at town hall meetings, the
protests against health care reform, and the general unrest in America today have taken many people by
surprise. Some interpret it in terms of economic hard times, but Lee Harris offers a different explanation.
Today's populist revolt is only the latest installment of an ongoing cultural war that began long before the
current economic crisis. It is a rebellion against a self-appointed intellectual elite whose attitude to the
average American is "Don't worry, we know what is best for you." For Harris, the stakes in the current
struggle are high: Will America be ruled by ivory tower liberals, or will it remain the land in which ordinary
men and women are free to make their own choices and control their own destinies? Throughout our
history, Americans have always challenged the definition of liberty, and this has allowed us to progress as
a society. Harris argues that this debate is good and necessary, and that we must take this new populist
uprising seriously if we are to defend our founding principles. A masterly and visionary work that weaves
current events with philosophical investigation, The Next American Civil War rethinks Americans' most
elemental ideas of freedom in order to enable the people of the United States to face the challenges of
our times.
Populists in Power Daniele Albertazzi 2015-02-11 The main area of sustained populist growth in recent
decades has been Western Europe, where populist parties have not only endured longer than expected,
but have increasingly begun to enter government. Focusing on three high-profile cases in Italy and
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Switzerland – the Popolo della Libertà (PDL), Lega Nord (LN) and Schweizerische Volkspartei (SVP) –
Populists in Power is the first in-depth comparative study to examine whether these parties are indeed
doomed to failure in office as many commentators have claimed. Albertazzi and McDonnell’s findings run
contrary to much of the received wisdom. Based on extensive original research and fieldwork, they show
that populist parties can be built to last, can achieve key policy victories and can survive the experience of
government, without losing the support of either the voters or those within their parties. Contributing a new
perspective to studies in populist politics, Populists in Power is essential reading for undergraduate and
postgraduate students, as well as scholars interested in modern government, parties and politics.
Political Justice Alexander J. Illingworth 2018-10-29 With a sound mixture of common sense and clearsighted temperance, 'Political Justice' reconstructs classical philosophy through direct dialogue with
modern liberalism, dismantling the fallacies and follies of the latter brick by brick, even while rediscovering
the principles of a just political order.
The Road to Somewhere David Goodhart 2020-01-15 A robust and timely investigation into the political
and moral fault-lines that divide Brexit Britain and Trump's America -- and how a new settlement may be
achieved. Several decades of greater economic and cultural openness in the West have not benefited all
our citizens. Among those who have been left behind, a populist politics of culture and identity has
successfully challenged the traditional politics of Left and Right, creating a new division: between the
mobile achieved identity of the people from Anywhere, and the marginalized, roots-based identity of the
people from Somewhere. This schism accounts for the Brexit vote, the election of Donald Trump, the
decline of the center-left, and the rise of populism across Europe. David Goodhart's compelling
investigation of the new global politics reveals how the Somewhere backlash is a democratic response to
the dominance of Anywhere interests, in everything from mass higher education to mass immigration.
Revolt on the Right Robert Ford 2014-03-17 Winner of the Political Book of the Year Award 2015 The UK
Independence Party (UKIP) is the most significant new party in British politics for a generation. In recent
years UKIP and their charismatic leader Nigel Farage have captivated British politics, media and voters.
Yet both the party and the roots of its support remain poorly understood. Where has this political revolt
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come from? Who is supporting them, and why? How are UKIP attempting to win over voters? And how far
can their insurgency against the main parties go? Drawing on a wealth of new data – from surveys of
UKIP voters to extensive interviews with party insiders – in this book prominent political scientists Robert
Ford and Matthew Goodwin put UKIP's revolt under the microscope and show how many conventional
wisdoms about the party and the radical right are wrong. Along the way they provide unprecedented
insight into this new revolt, and deliver some crucial messages for those with an interest in the state of
British politics, the radical right in Europe and political behaviour more generally.
The New Faces of Fascism Enzo Traverso 2019-01-29 What is fascism in the twenty first century? What
does Fascism mean at the beginning of the twenty-first century? When we pronounce this word, our
memory goes back to the years between the two world wars and envisions a dark landscape of violence,
dictatorships, and genocide. These images spontaneously surface in the face of the rise of radical right,
racism, xenophobia, islamophobia and terrorism, the last of which is often depicted as a form of "Islamic
fascism." Beyond some superficial analogies, however, all these contemporary tendencies reveal many
differences from historical fascism, probably greater than their affinities. Paradoxically, the fear of terrorism
nourishes the populist and racist rights, with Marine Le Pen in France or Donald Trump in the US claiming
to be the most effective ramparts against "Jihadist fascism". But since fascism was a product of
imperialism, can we define as fascist a terrorist movement whose main target is Western domination?
Disentangling these contradictory threads, Enzo Traverso's historical gaze helps to decipher the enigmas
of the present. He suggests the concept of post-fascism--a hybrid phenomenon, neither the reproduction
of old fascism nor something completely different--to define a set of heterogeneous and transitional
movements, suspended between an accomplished past still haunting our memories and an unknown
future.
Brexit Harold D. Clarke 2017-04-20 In June 2016, the United Kingdom shocked the world by voting to
leave the European Union. As this book reveals, the historic vote for Brexit marked the culmination of
trends in domestic politics and in the UK's relationship with the EU that have been building over many
years. Drawing on a wealth of survey evidence collected over more than ten years, this book explains why
most people decided to ignore much of the national and international community and vote for Brexit.
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Drawing on past research on voting in major referendums in Europe and elsewhere, a team of leading
academic experts analyse changes in the UK's party system that were catalysts for the referendum vote,
including the rise of the UK Independence Party (UKIP), the dynamics of public opinion during an
unforgettable and divisive referendum campaign, the factors that influenced how people voted and the
likely economic and political impact of this historic decision.
The People Margaret Canovan 2005-09-16 Political myths surround the figure of the people and help to
explain its influence; should the people itself be regarded as fictional? This original and accessible study
sheds a fresh light on debates about popular sovereignty, and will be an important resource for students
and scholars of political theory.
American Credo Michael Foley 2007-09-13 If America has a claim to exceptionalism, American Credo
locates it in a little understood ability to engage in deep conflicts over political ideas, while at the same
time reducing adversarial positions to legitimate derivatives of American history and development.
They’re Not Listening Ryan James Girdusky 2020-06-16 The election of Donald Trump in America and
the referendum on European Union membership in the United Kingdom, otherwise known as Brexit, sent
shockwaves throughout the world. Cosmopolitan elites across the globe never saw this populist uprising
coming and still do not understand it. People across the globe have been increasingly voting for nationalpopulist politicians over the last twenty years. The current nationalist-populist revolt started long before
Donald Trump came down his golden escalator, and even before Prime Minister David Cameron agreed
to hold a referendum vote on the EU. It wasn’t isolated to rundown towns in Northern England or the
Midwest, and it wasn’t solely because of demographic changes, ignorance, intolerance, or a “whitelash.”
It was occurring because the elites chose to ignore voters’ concerns when it came to globalism and
neoliberalism. Issues like mass immigration, war, economic inequality, and national sovereignty were
sacrosanct to neoliberals, and ultimately, their unwillingness to concede on these issues built discontent
among millions of people.
The New Populism Marco Revelli 2019-07-09 A crisp and trenchant dissection of populism today The
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word 'populism' has come to cover all manner of sins. Yet despite the prevalence of its use, it is often
difficult to understand what connects its various supposed expressions. From Syriza to Trump and from
Podemos to Brexit, the electoral earthquakes of recent years have often been grouped under this term.
But what actually defines 'populism'? Is it an ideology, a form of organisation, or a mentality? Marco
Revelli seeks to answer this question by getting to grips with the historical dynamics of so-called 'populist'
movements. While in the early days of democracy, populism sought to represent classes and social layers
who asserted their political role for the first time, in today's post-democratic climate, it instead expresses
the grievances of those who had until recently felt that they were included. Having lost their power, the
disinherited embrace not a political alternative to -isms like liberalism or socialism, but a populist mood of
discontent. The new populism is the 'formless form' that protest and grievance assume in the era of
financialisation, in the era where the atomised masses lack voice or organisation. For Revelli, this new
populism the child of an age in which the Left has been hollowed out and lost its capacity to offer an
alternative.
Generation Identity Markus Willinger 2013 The denial of the European peoples' right to their own heritage,
history and even their physical homelands has become part of the cultural fundament of the modern West.
Mass immigration, selective and vilifying propaganda, and a constant barrage of perverse or, at best,
pointless consumer culture all contribute to the transformation of Europe into a non-entity. Her native
population consists mostly of atomistic individuals, lacking any semblance of purpose or direction,
increasingly victimised by a political system with no interest in the people it governs. There are many
views on how this came to be, but the revolt of May 1968 was certainly of singular importance in creating
the apolitical, self-destructive situation that postmodern Europe is in today. This book presents the
author's take on the ideology of the budding identitarian movement. Willinger presents a crystal-clear
image of what has gone wrong, and indicates the direction in which we should look for our solutions.
Moving seamlessly between the spheres of radical politics and existential philosophy, Generation Identity
explains in a succinct, yet poetic fashion what young Europeans must say - or should say - to the corrupt
representatives of the decrepit social structures dominating our continent. This is not a manifesto, it is a
declaration of war.
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